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Chemical reactionAbstract This present study investigates the effects of Soret and heat source on steady MHD
mixed convective heat and mass transfer flow past an infinite vertical plate embedded in a porous
medium in the presence of chemical reaction, viscous and Joules dissipation. The governing system
of partial differential equations is transformed to dimensionless equations using dimensionless
variables. The dimensionless equations are then solved analytically using perturbation technique.
With the help of graphs, the effects of the various important parameters entering into the problem
on the dimensionless velocity, dimensionless temperature and dimensionless concentration fields
within the boundary layer are discussed. Also the effects of the pertinent parameters on the
skin-friction coefficient and rates of heat and mass transfer in terms of the Nusselt and Sherwood
numbers are presented numerically in tabular form.
 2016 Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
The phenomenon of mixed convection has been the object of
extensive research. Day by day the importance of this phe-
nomenon is steadily increasing due to its enhanced concernin science and technology about buoyancy induced motions
in the atmosphere, and the bodies in water and quasi solid
bodies such as earth are related to them. Convective flows in
porous media have applications in geothermal energy recov-
ery, oil extraction, thermal energy storage and flow through fil-
tering devices. The hydromagnetic convection with heat and
mass transfer in porous medium has been studied. It is due
to its importance in the design of MHD generators, accelera-
tors in geophysics, the design of underground water energy
storage system, soil-sciences, astrophysics, nuclear power reac-
tors and so on. Magnetohydrodynamics is currently undergo-
ing a period of great enlargement and differentiation of subject
matter. The interest in these new problems generates from their
importance in liquid metals, electrolytes and ionized gases. On
812 S.M. Ibrahim, K. Suneethaaccount of their varied importance, these flows have been stud-
ied by several authors-notable among them are Hossain and
Rees [1], Elbashbeshy [2], Yih [3], Mahapatra et al. [4], Raju
and Varma [5], Srinivas and Muthuraj [6] and Orthan and
Ahmet [7].
Combined heat and mass transfer problems with chemical
reaction are of importance in many processes and have, there-
fore, received a considerable amount of attention in recent
years. In processes such as drying, evaporation at the surface
of a water body, energy transfer in a wet cooling tower and
the flow in a desert cooler, in chemical reaction engineering
heat and mass transfer occur simultaneously. Chambre and
Young [8] have analyzed a first order chemical reaction in
the neighborhood of a horizontal plate. Kandasamy et al. [9]
presented the effects of chemical reaction, heat and mass trans-
fer along a wedge in the presence of suction. The effects of
chemical reaction, heat and mass transfer flow past an impul-
sively started infinite vertical plate were investigated by Das
et al. [10]. Anjali Devi and Kandasamy [11] proposed the
effects of chemical reaction, heat and mass transfer on laminar
flow along a semi-infinite horizontal plate. Muthu-
cumaraswamy [12] derived the effects of chemical reaction,
heat and mass transfer along a moving vertical surface with
suction.
Equally important is the study of heat generation or
absorption in moving fluids for problems involving chemical
reactions and those concerned with dissociating fluids. Specif-
ically, the effects of heat generation may alter the temperature
distribution, consequently affecting the particle deposition rate
in nuclear reactors, electronic chips, and semiconductor
wafers. There are intensive studies that have been carried out
to investigate the effects of heat generation or absorption
and chemical reaction on different flow types (see Hady
et al. [13], Jha and Prasad [14], Ravikumar et al. [15], and
Chamkha and Ahmed [16]).
Recently, the viscous as well as Joules dissipation along
with heat generation was taken into account in the energy
equation. Ibrahim [17] studied the effects of Joule heating
and viscous dissipation on steady MHD marangoni convective
flow over a flat surface in the presence of radiation. The effect
of combined Joules and viscous dissipation on mixed convec-
tion MHD flow in a vertical channel was noticed by Abo-
Eldahab and El-Aziz [18]. MHD flow on mixed convection
in a vertical channel was studied by Barletta and Celliv [19].
Babu and Reddy [20] represented the heat and mass transfer
effects on MHD mixed convective flow from a vertical surface
with Ohmic heating as well as viscous dissipation. The effects
of heat and mass transfer on MHD free convection from a ver-
tical surface with Ohmic heating and viscous dissipation was
presented by Chien-Hsin-Chen [21].
The Soret effect arises when the mass flux contains a term
that depends on the temperature gradient. The major focus of
our study is the effect on mixed convection flow of the addi-
tion of a second fluid. The influence of Soret effect on the
flow of an electrically conducting fluid past a vertical plate
in the presence of various physical parameters has been inves-
tigated by Pal and Talukdar [22], Jha and Singh [23], Satya
Narayana and Sravanthi [24], Reddy et al. [25], Muthu-
cumaraswamy and Amutha [26], Ibrahim and Suneetha [27]
and Makinde [28].The aim of the present work was to investigate the effects of
Soret and chemical reaction on steady MHD mixed convective
heat and mass transfer flow embedded in a porous medium in
the presence of heat source, viscous and Joules dissipation. The
governing equations are solved analytically using perturbation
method. The results are presented graphically and in tabular
form and the different physical aspects of the problem have
been discussed.
2. Mathematical formulation
We consider the mixed convection flow of an incompressible
and electrically conducting viscous fluid such that x- axis is
taken along the plate in upward direction and y-axis is normal
to it (see Fig. 1). A transverse constant magnetic field is applied,
i.e. in the direction of y-axis. Since the motion is two dimen-
sional and length of the plate is large therefore all the physical
variables are independent of x. A homogenous first order
chemical reaction between fluid and the species concentration
is considered, in which the rate of chemical reaction is directly
proportional to the species concentration. The governing equa-
tions of continuity, momentum, energy and mass for a flow of
an electrically conducting fluid are given by the following:
@v
@y
¼ 0) v ¼ v0 v0 > 0ð Þ ð1Þ
v
du
dy
¼ td
2u
dy
2 þ gbðT T1Þþ gbðC C1Þ
rB20
q
u  u t
k
ð2Þ
v
dT
dy
¼ k
qCp
d2T
dy
2 þ
t
Cp
du
dy
 2
þ rB
2
0
qCp
u
2
þ Q0
qCp
T  T1ð Þ ð3Þ
v
dC
dy
¼ Dd
2C
dy
2 þD1
d2T
dy
2  k1 C  C1ð Þ ð4Þ
where u and v are the components of velocity in x and y
directions, respectively, taken along and perpendicular to the
plate, g is the acceleration due to gravity, b is the coefficient
of thermal expansion, b is the coefficient of mass expansion,
T is the temperature of the fluid, T1 is the temperature far
away from the plate, Tw is the temperature near the plate. C

is the concentration of the fluid, Cw is the concentration near
the plate, C1 is the concentration far away from the plate, t
is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, r is the magnetic perme-
ability of the fluid, k is the permeability of porous medium, q
is the fluid density, B0 is the magnetic field coefficient, Cp is the
specific heat of the fluid at constant pressure, v0 is the constant
suction velocity, D is the chemical molecular diffusivity, D1 is
the coefficient of thermal diffusivity and k1 is the chemical
reaction rate constant.
The boundary conditions for the velocity, temperature and
concentration fields are
y ¼ 0 : u ¼ 0; T ¼ Tw; C ¼ Cw
y ! 1 : u ! 0; T ! T1; C ! C1
ð5Þ
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t
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D
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where Gr is the Grashof number, Gm is the mass Grashof num-
ber, Pr is the Prandtl number, Sc is the Schmidt number, So is
the Soret number, Ec is the Eckert number, M is the magnetic
parameter, Ko is the permeability of porous medium and Kr is
the chemical reaction parameter.
In set of Eqs. (2)–(4), we obtain the governing equations in
the dimensionless form as
u00 þ u0  M2 þ Ko u ¼ Grh Gm/ ð7Þ
h00 þ Pr h0 þ Pr Ecðu0Þ2 þ Pr EcM2u2 þ Pr Qh ¼ 0 ð8Þ
/00 þ Sc/0  ScKr/þ SoSch00 ¼ 0 ð9Þ
The corresponding boundary conditions in dimensionless
form are reduced to
y ¼ 0 : u ¼ 0; h ¼ 1; / ¼ 1
y!1 : u! 0; h! 0; /! 0

ð10Þ3. Method of solution
The physical variables u; h and / can be expanded in the
power of Eckert number (Ec). This can be possible physically
as Ec for the flow of an incompressible fluid is always less than
unity. It can be interpreted physically as the flow due to the
Joules dissipation is super imposed on the main flow. Hence
we can assume
uðyÞ ¼ u0 yð Þ þ Ecu1 yð Þ þO Ec2
 
hðyÞ ¼ h0 yð Þ þ Ech1 yð Þ þO Ec2
 
/ðyÞ ¼ /0 yð Þ þ Ec/1 yð Þ þO Ec2
 
9>=
>; ð11Þ
Using Eq. (11) in Eqs. (7)–(9) and equating the coefficient of
like powers of Ec, we have
u000 þ u00  M2 þ Ko
 
u0 ¼ Grh0  Gm/0 ð12Þ
h000 þ Pr h00 þ Pr Qh0 ¼ 0 ð13Þ
/000 þ Sc/00  KrSc/0 ¼ ScSoh000 ð14Þ
u001 þ u01  M2 þ Ko
 
u1 ¼ Grh1  Gm/1 ð15Þ
h001 þ Pr h01 þ Pr Qh1 ¼ Pr u00
 2  PrM2u20 ð16Þ
/001 þ Sc/01  KrSc/1 ¼ ScSoh001 ð17Þand the corresponding boundary conditions are
y ¼ 0 : u0 ¼ 0; u1 ¼ 0; h0 ¼ 1; h1 ¼ 0; /0 ¼ 1; /1 ¼ 0
y!1 : u0 ! 0; u1 ! 0; h0 ! 0; h1 ! 0; /0 ! 0; /1 ! 0

ð18Þ
Solving Eqs. (12)–(17) with the help of Eq. (18), we get
u0 ¼ A5em3y þ A4em2y þ A3em1y ð19Þ
h0 ¼ em1y ð20Þ
/0 ¼ A2em2y þ A1em1y ð21Þ
u1¼
A29e
m6yþA21em5yþA22em4yþA23e2m3yþA24e2m2y
þA25e2m1yþA26e m3þm2ð ÞyþA27e m1þm2ð ÞyþA28e m1þm3ð Þy
 
ð22Þ
h1 ¼
A12e
m4y þ A6e2m3y þ A7e2m2y þ A8e2m1y
þA9e m3þm2ð Þy þ A10e m1þm2ð Þy þ A11e m1þm3ð Þy
 
ð23Þ
/1¼
A20e
m5yþA13em4yþA14e2m3yþA15e2m2yþA16e2m1y
þA17e m3þm2ð ÞyþA18e m1þm2ð ÞyþA19e m1þm3ð Þy
 
ð24Þ
Substituting Eqs. (19)–(24) in Eq. (11), we obtain the veloc-
ity, temperature and concentration distribution in the bound-
ary layer as follows:
U y; tð Þ¼ A5em3yþA4em2yþA3em1y½ 
þEc A29e
m6yþA21em5yþA22em4yþA23e2m3yþA24e2m2y
þA25e2m1yþA26e m3þm2ð ÞyþA27e m1þm2ð ÞyþA28e m1þm3ð Þy
 
ð25Þ
h y;tð Þ¼ em1yð Þ
þEc A12e
m4yþA6e2m3yþA7e2m2yþA8e2m1y
þA9e m3þm2ð ÞyþA10e m1þm2ð ÞyþA11e m1þm3ð Þy
  ð26Þ
/ y;tð Þ¼ A2em2yþA1em1yð Þ
þEc A20e
m5yþA13em4yþA14e2m3yþA15e2m2yþA16e2m1y
þA17e m3þm2ð ÞyþA18e m1þm2ð ÞyþA19e m1þm3ð Þy
 
ð27Þ3.1. Skin-friction
Knowing the velocity field, the skin-friction coefficient at the
plate can be obtained, which in non-dimensional form is given
Cf ¼ @u
@y
 
y¼0
Cf¼ m3A5þA4m2þm1A3ð Þ
Ec m6A29þA21m5þm4A22þ2m3A23þ2A24m2þ2m1A25þðm3þm2ÞA26þðm1þm2ÞA27þðm3þm1ÞA28
 
ð28Þ3.2. Nusselt number
Knowing the temperature field, the rate of heat transfer coef-
ficient can be obtained, which in non-dimensional form is
given in terms of the Nusselt number, is given by
0.8
1
1.2
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@y
 
y¼0
Nu¼ m1ð ÞEc
m4A12þ2A6m3þ2m2A7þ2m1A8
þ m3þm2ð ÞA9þ m1þm2ð ÞA10þ m3þm1ð ÞA11
 
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Figure 2 Velocity profiles for different values of Gr and M.
1.23.3. Sherwood number
Knowing the concentration field, the rate of mass transfer
coefficient can be obtained, which in non-dimensional form
is given in terms of the Sherwood number, is given by
Sh ¼ @C
@y
 
y¼0
Sh ¼  A2m1 þ A1m1ð Þ
 Ec m5A20 þm4A13 þ 2A14m3 þ 2m2A15 þ 2m1A16þ m3 þm2ð ÞA17 þ m1 þm2ð ÞA18 þ m3 þm1ð ÞA19
 
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Figure 3 Velocity profiles for different values of Gm and Ko.4. Results and discussion
To analyze the results, numerical computations are carried out
for variations in the governing parameters such as magnetic
field parameter, M, permeability of porous medium, Ko, ther-
mal Grashof number, Gr, mass Grashof number, Gm, Prandtl
number, Pr, Eckert number, Ec, heat generation parameter, Q,
Schmidt number, Sc,chemical reaction, Kr and Soret number
So. In the present study, the following default parameter val-
ues are adopted for computations: Gr= 3.0, Gm= 1.0,
Ko= 1.0, M= 1.0, Pr= 0.71, Ec= 0.001, Q= 0.1,
Sc= 0.6, Kr= 0.1, So= 0.5. All graphs therefore correspond
to these values unless specifically indicated in the appropriate
graph.
The thermal Grashof number Gr signifies the relative effect
of the thermal buoyancy force to the viscous hydrodynamic
force in the boundary layer. Fig. 2 shows the effects of Gr
and M on the dimensionless velocity for the fixed values of
other parameters. It is observed that the dimensionless velocity
increases and decreases with Gr and M, respectively. This is0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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Figure 4 Velocity profiles for different values of Pr and Q.Figure 1 Sketch of the physical model.
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Table 1 Effect of various physical parameter on skin friction
for Pr= 0.71, Ec= 0.001, Q= 0.1, Sc= 0.6, Kr= 0.1,
So= 0.5 values.
Gr Gm M Ko Cf Nu Sh
3.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.5427 0.5877 0.5338
5.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.8114 0.5854 0.5345
7.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 5.0871 0.5823 0.5354
3.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 3.8502 0.5852 0.5345
3.0 5.0 1.0 1.0 5.1416 0.5818 0.5356
3.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 1.2210 0.5888 0.5335
3.0 1.0 5.0 1.0 0.7695 0.5892 0.5333
3.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 2.3090 0.5882 0.5337
3.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.1306 0.5885 0.5336
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field, normal to the flow direction, has a tendency to create
the drag known as the Lorentz force which tends to resist
the flow. The mass Grashof number Gm defines the ratio
of the species buoyancy force to the viscous hydrodynamic
Table 2 Effects of various physical parameter on Nusselt
number Gr= 3.0, Gm= 1.0, Ko = 1.0, Sc= 0.6, Kr= 0.1,
So= 0.5 values.
Pr Ec Q Cf Nu Sh
0.71 0.001 0.1 2.5427 0.5877 0.5338
1.0 0.001 0.1 2.2469 0.8856 0.4454
1.5 0.001 0.1 2.0520 1.3908 0.2947
0.71 0.002 0.1 2.5481 0.5859 0.5343
0.71 0.003 0.1 2.5534 0.5840 0.5349
0.71 0.001 0.05 2.5250 0.6543 0.5141
0.71 0.001 0.07 2.5107 0.6296 0.5214
Table 3 Effects of various physical parameter on Sherwood
number Gr= 3.0, Gm= 1.0, M= 1.0, Ko = 1.0, Pr = 0.71,
E= 0.001, Q= 0.1 values.
Sc Kr So Cf Nu Sh
0.6 0.1 0.5 2.5427 0.5877 0.5338
1.0 0.1 0.5 2.4412 0.5880 0.8373
1.5 0.1 0.5 2.3672 0.5881 1.2139
0.6 0.3 0.5 2.4806 0.5879 0.6912
0.6 0.5 0.5 2.4423 0.5880 0.8109
0.6 0.1 1.0 2.6109 0.5875 0.3804
0.6 0.1 1.5 2.6747 0.5874 0.2271
816 S.M. Ibrahim, K. Suneethaforce. Fig. 3 exhibits the effect of Gm and Ko on the dimen-
sionless velocity. It is noticed that the dimensionless velocity
increases and decreases with Gm and Ko, respectively.
The influence of Prandtl number Pr and heat generation
parameter Q on the dimensionless velocity and dimensionless
temperature for the fixed values of other parameters is shown
in Figs. 4 and 7, respectively. It is noticed that both the dimen-
sionless velocity and dimensionless temperature decrease and
increase with Pr and Q, respectively.
Figs. 5 and 8 are prepared to show the influence of Soret So
and Schmidt number Sc on the dimensionless velocity and con-
centration. It is found that there is an increase and decrease in
the both dimensionless velocity and concentration with So and
Sc, respectively. Fig. 6 illustrates the effects of chemical reac-
tion parameter Kr and Eckert number Ec on the dimensionless
velocity for the fixed values of other parameters. It is observed
that the dimensionless velocity slightly decreases and increases
with Kr and Ec, respectively.Table 4 Computations showing comparison with Reddy el al. [25]
Ko= 0.0.
M So Kr Sc Reddy el al. [25]
Skin friction
(Cf)
Nusselt number
(Nu)
Sherwood nu
(Sh)
2 2 0.1 0.22 3.3005 0.9276 0.1810
5 2 0.1 0.22 1.3308 1.1724 0.0873
2 4 0.1 0.22 2.9593 1.0791 0.2113
2 2 0.3 0.22 3.0311 1.3159 0.0935
2 2 0.1 0.30 2.9372 1.2167 0.0486Fig. 9 displays the result of the dimensionless concentration
for various values of chemical reaction parameter Kr. It is
obvious from the figure that the concentration profiles
decreases with the increase of Kr. This shows that the buoy-
ancy effects (due to concentration and temperature difference)
are important in the plate. Moreover it is observed that the
fluid motion is retarded on the account of chemical reaction.
This shows that the destructive reaction Kr > 0 leads to fall
in the concentration field which in turn weakens the buoyancy
effects due to concentration gradients.
The variation in skin-friction coefficient, the rate of heat
transfer in the form of Nusselt number and the rate of mass
transfer in the form of Sherwood number for various parame-
ters are studied through Tables 1–3. The behavior of these
parameters is self-evident from Tables 1–3 and hence they
are not discussed any further to keep brevity.
For the validity of our work we have compared our results
with the existing results of Reddy et al. [25] in the absence of
porous medium and heat source. Our result appears to be in
excellent agreement with the existing results (see Table 4).
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have studied the effects of Soret, chemical
reaction and heat source on steady MHD mixed convective
flow and heat-mass transfer past an infinite vertical plate with
Ohmic heating and viscous dissipation. Numerical analysis is
made and the upshots are summarized as follows:
 Soret effect increased the concentration of the fluid while
chemical effect decreased.
 The dimensionless velocity increases with an increase in Gr
or Gc.
 As the magnetic field parameter M increases, the dimen-
sionless velocity decreases.
 Both the dimensionless velocity and concentration of fluid
decrease with increase of Schmidt number.
 An increase in Prandtl number (Pr) results in the decrease in
temperature distribution.
 Both the dimensionless velocity and dimensionless temper-
ature are increasing according to the increasing values of
heat source parameter.
 Skin friction coefficient decreases with an increase in M or
Ko, whereas it shows reverse effect in the case of Gr and
Gm.
 Nusselt number increases with the increase in Prandtl num-
ber Pr.results for Gr= 5.0, Gm= 2.0, Pr= 1.0, Ec= 0.001, Q= 0.0,
Present Result
mber Skin friction
(Cf)
Nusselt number
(Nu)
Sherwood number
(Sh)
3.3005 0.9276 0.1810
1.3308 1.1724 0.0873
2.9593 1.0791 0.2113
3.0311 1.3159 0.0935
2.9372 1.2167 0.0486
Heat source and chemical effects on MHD convection flow 817 Nusselt number increases with the decrease in heat source
parameter.
 Schmidt number increases with an increase in Schmidt
number and chemical reaction parameter.
 Sherwood number decreases with the increase in Soret num-
ber So.
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Appendix A.m1 ¼ Prþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pr2  4QPr
p
2
; m2 ¼ Scþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sc2 þ 4KrSc
p
2
;
m3 ¼
1þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 4 M2 þ Ko q
2
;
m4 ¼ Prþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pr2  4QPr
p
2
; m5 ¼ Scþ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sc2 þ 4ScKr
p
2
;
m6 ¼
1þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ 4 M2 þ Ko q
2
;
A1 ¼ SoScm
2
1
m21  Scm1  KrSc
; A2 ¼ 1 A1;
A3 ¼  A1Gmþ Grð Þ
m21 m1  M2 þ ko
  ;
A4 ¼ A2Gm
m22 m2  M2 þ Ko
  ; A5 ¼ A4  A3;
A6 ¼
Pr A25 m23 þM2
 
4m23  2Pr m3 þ Pr Q
;
A7 ¼
Pr A24 m22 þM2
 
4m22  2Pr m2 þ Pr Q
; A8 ¼
Pr A23 m21 þM2
 
4m21  2Pr m1 þ Pr Q
;
A9 ¼
2Pr A5A4 m3m2 þM2
 
m3 þm2ð Þ2  Pr m3 þm2ð Þ þ Pr Q
;
A10 ¼
2Pr A4A3 m2m1 þM2
 
m2 þm1ð Þ2  Pr m2 þm1ð Þ þ Pr Q
;
A11 ¼
2Pr A5A3 m3m1 þM2
 
m3 þm1ð Þ2  Pr m3 þm1ð Þ þ Pr Q
;
A12 ¼ A11  A10  A9  A8  A7  A6;
A13 ¼ SoScm
2
4A12
m24 m4Sc KrSc
; A14 ¼ 4SoScm
2
3A6
4m23  2m3Sc KrSc
;
A15 ¼ 4SoScm
2
2A7
4m22  2m2Sc KrSc
;
A16 ¼ 4SoScm
2
1A8
4m21  2m1Sc KrSc
;
A17 ¼ SoSc m3 þm2ð Þ
2
A9
m3 þm2ð Þ2  Sc m3 þm2ð Þ  KrSc
;A18 ¼ SoSc m1 þm2ð Þ
2
A10
m1 þm2ð Þ2  Sc m1 þm2ð Þ  KrSc
;
A19 ¼ SoSc m3 þm1ð Þ
2
A11
m3 þm1ð Þ2  Sc m3 þm1ð Þ  KrSc
;
A20 ¼ A13  A14  A15  A16  A17  A18  A19;
A21 ¼ A20Gm
m25 m5  M2 þ Ko
  ;
A22 ¼ A13Gm A12Grð Þ
m24 m4  M2 þ Ko
  ;
A23 ¼ A6Gr A14Gmð Þ
4m23  2m3  M2 þ Ko
  ;
A24 ¼ A7Gr A15Gmð Þ
4m22  2m2  M2 þ Ko
 
A25 ¼ A8Gr A16Gmð Þ
4m21  2m1  M2 þ Ko
  ;
A26 ¼ A17Gm A9Grð Þ
m3 þm2ð Þ2  m3 þm2ð Þ  M2 þ Ko
  ;
A27 ¼ A18Gm A10Grð Þ
m1 þm2ð Þ2  m1 þm2ð Þ  M2 þ Ko
  ;
A28 ¼ A11Gr A19Gmð Þ
m3 þm1ð Þ2  m3 þm1ð Þ  M2 þ Ko
  ;
A29 ¼ A21  A22  A23  A24  A25  A26  A27  A28;References
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